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You’ve already got the abdominal muscle that you need to sport a sexy 6-pack body. Yes, that
even means you – even if you can’t see them right now! In her latest publication, renowned
fitness expert and nutritionist, Lisa Rooney, is going to guide you on the path to unveiling your
incredible abs! Whether you are a beginner or a seasoned fitness veteran, Lisa’s program
implements short, but highly effective interval training methods that will help you shed fat fast. By
combining the program with the advanced carb cycling diet method- you will soon be sporting
your very own 6-pack body! Not only will Lisa show you how to ignite your metabolism, she’ll
also teach you abdominal workouts for sculpting and revealing your abs that will keep your 6-
pack in place for good. If you’re ready for a new, fit, healthier, 6-pack body, Everyone Has a 6
Pack is a must read!

"Helping someone to get a proper assessment by meeting with a mental health professional is
vital, even blessed work. I believe this book can help you do that work."--Rosalynn Carter, former
First Lady of the United States"My family did a fantastic job with handling the challenge of being
related to me, but I think it would have made their burden much lighter if they had had a book like
this."--Carrie Fisher, author and actress"Dr. Komrad's book is an important, much-needed
reference for those seeking to build a life of recovery. In this book he offers the necessary
toolbox to protect loved ones from the burden and suffering of mental health illnesses and to
ensure proper treatment and diagnosis."--Patrick J. Kennedy, former member of Congress,
author of the Mental Health Parity & Addiction Equity Act of 2008, co-founder of One Mind for
Research"You Need Help is clearly on-target in answering the question that repeatedly surfaces
during our contacts with hundreds of people who are desperately seeking to help a relative or
close friend suffering from an apparent mental illness. Far too often we are told of someone's
loved one who struggles with frightening erratic feelings or behaviors and has rejected seeing a
mental health professional for diagnosis, claiming that 'I'm not sick, you are!'"Against the
backdrop of out-of-control emotions, the family frequently experiences the chilling and
paralyzing fear of threatened or imminent suicide, should they intervene with expectations for
psychiatric care. And so it was heartwarming to read through the contents of You Need Help
which is replete with descriptive examples and step-by-step suggestions offering a rich,
thorough and caring guide of options available to caregivers. The reader is empowered and
informed on several pathways leading to competent care."This book will be included on our
recommended resource list for both its thoroughness in providing critical answers and also for its
message of hope for families and sufferers of a mental illness. Dr. Komrad's Hippocrates
quotation, 'diagnosis is half the cure' is both relevant and exquisitely timeless."--Diane and Jim
Hall, NAMI and NEA.BPD Family Educators"How do I get my child, spouse/friend to see



someone? This is the most common question psychiatrists hear from families. I recommend this
book to all of you in this predicament."--J. Raymond DePaulo, Jr., MD, Henry Phipps Professor
and director, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, The Johns Hopkins
Hospital"This is an authoritative and smart guide for the perplexed in need of care written by an
experienced clinician and teacher."--Steven S. Sharfstein, MD, clinical professor of Psychiatry at
the University of Maryland --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorMark S.
Komrad, MD, is an award-winning [Mental Health Professional of the Year Award from NAMI
Baltimore] psychiatrist on the teaching staff of Johns Hopkins, as well as the director of clinical
ethics at the prestigious Baltimore-based Sheppard Pratt hospital, where he teaches psychiatric
residents. Dr. Komrad has over 25 years of experience providing treatment as well as consulting
those struggling to convince a reluctant loved one to get professional help. He appears regularly
on public radio, television and has had numerous articles and columns published in professional
journals, newspapers, and on mental health websites. Dr. Komrad lives in Towson,
Maryland.Review“Helping someone to get a proper assessment by meeting with a mental health
professional is vital, even blessed work. I believe this book can help you do that work.”—
Rosalynn Carter, former First Lady of the United States“My family did a fantastic job with
handling the challenge of beingrelated to me, but I think it would have made their burden much
lighterif they had had a book like this.”—Carrie Fisher, author and actress“Dr. Komrad’s book is
an important, much-needed reference for thoseseeking to build a life of recovery. In this books
he offers the necessarytoolbox to protect loved ones from the burden and suffering of
mentalhealth illnesses and to ensure proper treatment and diagnosis.”—Patrick J. Kennedy,
former member of Congress, author of the Mental Health Parity & Addiction Equity Act of 2008,
Co-founder of One Mind for Research"You Need Help is clearly on-target in answering the
question that repeatedly surfaces during our contacts with hundreds of people who are
desperately seeking to help a relative or close friend suffering from an apparent mental illness.
Far too often we are told of someone’s loved one who struggles with frightening erratic feelings
or behaviors and has rejected seeing a mental health professional for diagnosis, claiming that
“I’m not sick, you are!”.Against the backdrop of out-of-control emotions, the family frequently
experiences the chilling and paralyzing fear of threatened or imminent suicide, should they
intervene with expectations for psychiatric care. And so it was heartwarming to read through the
contents of “You Need Help” which is replete with descriptive examples and step-by-step
suggestions offering a rich, thorough and caring guide of options available to caregivers. The
reader is empowered and informed on several pathways leading to competent care.This book
will be included on our recommended resource list for both its thoroughness in providing critical
answers and also for its message of hope for families and sufferers of a mental illness. Dr.
Komrad’s Hippocrates quotation, “diagnosis is half the cure" is both relevant and exquisitely
timeless."-Diane and Jim Hall, NAMI and NEA.BPD Family Educators“How do I get my child,
spouse/friend to see someone? This is the mostcommon question psychiatrists hear from
families. I recommend thisbook to all of you in this predicament.”—J. Raymond DePaulo, Jr., MD,



Henry Phipps Professor and director,Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences, The
Johns Hopkins Hospital.“This is an authoritative and smart guide for the perplexed in need
ofcare written by an experienced clinician and teacher.”—Steven S. Sharfstein, MD, clinical
professor of Psychiatry at the University of Maryland--This text refers to an alternate
kindle_edition edition.Read more
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MadameVelvett, “A must read for everyone!. Lisa does an excellent job of explaining what it
takes for anyone to get in shape. Her plan is realistic for the average person to adopt and fit into
their busy life. You don't have to be an experienced body builder or dietician to understand and
follow.  Plus this isn't a diet or fad.  She teaches you a new way to live.”

Donald F Mersel, “Lisa Rooney knows about Abs. I am a guy. I saw Lisa on Facebook and had
my Kindle handy. My wife and I get the downloads.This book will inspire you to get in shape with
Lisa. She is an absolutely brilliant author. I rememberthe videos and books by so many other
fitness experts. They are good. This book is absolutely the best.I know Lisa will teach you how
to  look and feel better. Go for it today. Don Mersel”

Anne Violette, “Not just another workout book... this has great pictures that show you what to
do!. I have read so many books, especially workout and fitness books. Most of them say the
same old thing. So I was SOOOO delighted when I ordered this book and saw just how truly
special and different it is compared to all of the other books out there. For one, I was a little
intimidated by the title at first. I mean, does EVERYONE have a 6-pack? Not me! I'm a mom of
three and so I haven't really seen my abs in quite a while.However, all skepticism aside, I was
pleasantly surprised and delighted that the author uses really great strategies that I can do in
just a few minutes a day. I don't have to waste money by joining a gym (and who has time when
you have kids)... and she offers some nutritional advice too. I used to be really into fitness and
this book brought me back to that glimmer of hope I once had to see my abs again. Those
exercises work and I'm really getting into it! This is one book that will not be sitting on the back
of my bookshelf.HIGHLY RECOMMENDED and this girl is a true fitness expert!”

Denetsosie, “The book covers all the key points, it's a must read!. This is a must read, Lisa does
an outstanding job of simplifying a complex subject. The book covers all the key points and puts
them in a very easy to understand format. I wish I could have had this book years ago it would
have saved me so much time. If you want results, get this book, read it and follow the great
advice that Lisa put together.You can watch an Interview with Lisa about her Book on High Five
Fitness here:[...]”

SreyReath, “great guidelines!. This is an excellent book that gives detailed suggestions on how
to get into better shape.  It jump started my path to better health.”

Paul Hembey, “a must read. I love this book. It is easy to read with great infomation about
nutrition and exercises.  She is very knowledgeable and a must read”

The book by Lisa Rooney has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 6 people have provided feedback.
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